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   Eyetique
 Our board-certified eye doctors provide the highest quality of care performing everything from routine eye exams to diagnosing, treating, and managing eye diseases.
 Find an Eye Doctor Near You
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      About Eyetique
 We know how important it is to feel good about your vision and find stylish eyewear that perfectly fits your lifestyle. As the leader in eye health, technology, and patient satisfaction, Eyetique promises you’ll receive the best-personalized vision care from our board-certified eye doctors. At Eyetique, you’ll discover the hottest designer eyewear brands at excellent prices and custom lenses, LASIK, and eye health services for your entire family.
 With 12 locations throughout Pittsburgh and parts of Ohio, finding an Eyetique near you is easy. Our eye health professionals know that every patient has unique needs. That’s why we provide convenient vision care that is personalized for you. 
 At Eyetique, you will find eyewear solutions that exceed your expectations. Schedule your comprehensive eye exam today with the eye doctors Pittsburgh residents trust most.
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   Our Doctors
   Meet the exceptional optometrists at our Eyetique locations. Learn more about their expertise and commitment to your family's vision health.
   View All Our Doctors  
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   Find an Eye Doctor Near You
 At Eyetique we believe in using the latest technologies to aid us in doing everything comprehensively—right down to your basic eye exam.
   Find a Location Search 
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